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Features of Protectomatic Pier Protector system
* Special design detecting intruders coming up from water or small boat to a pier

* Protects the sea side area where fences can not be used

* Non contact optical solution with passive or active detection characteristics of all intruders, fail safe thinking

and design

* Integrated camera grabbing an image of the event so security staff can see what caused the alarm

* Low maintenance and attractive pricing, wireless options for easy installation

* Mix of detectors and advanced cameras for total control of area

* Protectomatic ID tagging interface for the Total security solution

Pier Protector system is specially designed to protect the area in harbours where the water face piers and other

installations. Here there is normally no protection at all and intruders can swim, dive or arrive by small boats

which are hard to detect. The area must be open as the cargo handling demands it. The area must be closed to

unwanted guests. This is a contradiction and the sum is that the area is normally not protected at all. The solution

must be safe and also flexible and the Pier-Protector is designed this way.

Detection is normally done by a Laser perimeter system with a static beam combined with cameras. Alternative is

a laser radar system scanning the area. Booth cowers the edge of the pier or the wall of the pier coming up of the

water. The laser beams are invisible and hard to see by the eye. When perimeters are used we recommend to

have one beam close to the edge and one more beam positioned some distance inside the pier to make the area

harder to penetrate by enemy as they may knowledge about the installation.

Normally we use a camera to grab an image of what caused the event. Birds etc. are always there are they give

alarms. This make the problems with an alarm smaller and staff can see what the problem was with no emergency

handling as a real threat in all alarms.

Pier-Protector can be connected to the Protectomatic solution for total security. If so all authorized must carry the

special ID tag which we can read at 200 meter in distance. Then we can offer the detection system with automatic

identification and also verification of the alarm by a camera. This is the TSS total security solution.
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Pier Protector solution , technical specifications and details.
Detectors and cameras used in Pier Protector systems and security solutions

Laser perimeter Range up to 1000 meter

Response time 0,1 sec

Invisible laser class 1 eye safe

Normally having a reflex at far end for better function

With no reflexes at far end we can do detection at 200-400 meter in distance and measuring path

can end out in the water area in nowhere. Distance range of operation is preset by a PC system

when installed

Laser radar system / Ladar

Range up to 200-400 meter

Scanns up to 90 degree in FOV

Detects persons and small boats by its 3D shape.

Dimension sorting filters possible

Invisible and eye safe class 1

Response time up to 5 sec depending on application

Gated laser camera units

Sea-Lynx unit

Range up to 1000-1500 meter

Penetrates bad weather with a increase of 3-5 times compared to ordinary cameras

3D coordinates of what is viewed in absolute values

Gives the best contrast for objects in the water with high detectability for the eyes. Easy operation.

Sub sea under water units

Sub sea laser camera Range up to 150 meter with video output

Increase visible range in sub sea operation by factor 3-5 compared to any other camera system

Adjustable where to start to view and where too stop to look. Discsriminates other areas away.

Pls. ask us for separate data sheets of the products of this document. Here we have full technical information.
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